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The AAW 5400 clamps onto a pipe, with two flowsensing probes projecting into the pipe through
3/16-in. drilled holes. It seals directly to the pipe; no
cutting or welding is required for installation. Because
each flowmeter is made and calibrated for a specific
size of pipe, the digital display indicates flow directly,
with no setup or adjustment.

200 psig maximum on Sch. 40 steel and Type L
copper below three inch; consult AAW for other
materials and higher pressures.

The meter is designed for use with compressed air and
nitrogen. If the meter will be used at pressures below 15
psig, consult AAW about velocity limitations. The air
must be free of oil, dirt that could foul the probes, and
suspended water droplets. In a compressed-air application,
the meter should be installed downstream of a dryer.
Each meter is calibrated for a specific size and type of
pipe. If a meter will be used in a type or size of pipe that
is not listed, consult AAW about a special calibration.

output (AAW 5200-IPO) should be used. It installs
inside the meter.

For pipe sizes three inches and larger, the drill guides are
half rings that bolt to the back halves of the meter rings
(AAW 5400-XX-DG). For the two- and 2-1/2 inch sizes,
a single drill guide is used (AAW 5400-S-DG). There is
also a universal drill guide (AAW 5400-U-DG) for all 5400
sizes. Each of the drill guides is furnished with a 3/16 inch
drill bit and a hex wrench. Please note that the 5200-DG
drill guide cannot be used with the 5400-series flowmeters.

(AAW 5200-SRD)

The meter has an isolated, unpowered, milliamp output. The meter is shipped with a jumper in place to
power the output from the instrument’s dc supply. With
the jumper in place, the meter will source a dc signal.
The pulse output is an open collector, refer-enced to
the instrument ground. For applications in which a
contact-closure output is required, the isolated pulse

AAW warrants solely to the buyer that Model 5400
Flowmeter shall be free from defects in materials
and workmanship, when given normal, proper and
intended usage, for three years from the date of
purchase. During the warranty period, AAW will
repair or replace (at its option) any defective product
at no cost to the buyer. The foregoing warranty is in
lieu of any other warranty, express or implied, written
or oral (in-cluding any warranty of merchantability
or fitness for a particular purpose). AAW’s liability arising out of the manufacture, sale or supplying of the
flowmeter, whether based on warranty, contract, tort
or other-wise, shall not exceed the actual purchase
price paid by the buyer, and in no event shall AAW
be liable to anyone for special, incidental or
consequential damages.
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